a visual feast of collected heritage items
from the collections of the national Museum,
Bloemfontein in collaboration with south african
contemporary artists

“All men by nature
desire to know”
- Aristotle -

Yolanda de KocK
Education officEr
oliEwEnhuis art MusEuM

the inquisitive Mind:
science and imagination
When assembling collected objects and specimens
with corresponding artworks in one exhibition
area, different alluring concepts emerge. One
distinguished element develops - not only in the
questioning mind of the artist or scientist, but also
in that of the viewer - the element of curiosity. this
wondrous factor or the quest for answers about
the [un]known formed the basic idea behind this
exhibition - the human being’s inescapable nature to
question or investigate. Art historian Alexander Marr
stated that ‘curiosity and wonder share a common
history.’ Aristotle followed his famous statement in
Metaphysics that – ‘all men by nature desire to know’
– with the assertion that this desire for knowledge is
closely related to the passion of wonder’1.
The Inquisitive Mind: Science and Imagination is a
visual feast of collected heritage items from the
collections of the national Museum, Bloemfontein
in collaboration with south African contemporary
artists. Staff members from various departments
at the national Museum, including celebrated
scientists and researchers, were challenged to look
at their research and other work once more under

the magnifying glass - this time their investigations,
results and activities have been observed through
the eyes of an artist, using this as inspiration to
create an artwork.

this exhibition
questions and in some
cases answers the
art of science; or is it
perhaps the science
of art?
Artists created visual vocabularies regarding
collection items (including scientific specimens
and cultural objects) often overlooked or uncared
for outside a museum environment. unravelled

and observed by the artist, new perspectives were
given to recorded histories and facts in the process,
formulating open-ended questions that leave the
viewer to comprehend, appreciate or to dissent.
this visual feast comprises collaborations between
the following staff members and departments of
the national Museum and nationally recognised
contemporary artists:
dr Ashley Kirk-spriggs (entomology) and elrie Joubert;
christo venter (design) and sandy little;
dawie de swardt (ornithology) and dot vermeulen and Barbara Wildenboer;
derek du Bruyn (oral history) and isabelle grobler;
dr James Brink (Florisbad quaternary research) and Adeleid von Maltitz;
dr Jennifer Botha-Brink (Palaeontology) and toni Pretorius and Ben Botma;
dr lloyd rossouw (Archaeology) and Janine Allen-spies and Jaco spies;
louise coetzee and dr lizel hugo-coetzee (Acarology) and elrie Joubert and Ben Botma;
dr Mike Bates and Buyisile Makhubo (herpetology) and toni Pretorius;
dr nico Avenant and dr Jurie du Plessis (Mammalogy) and toni Pretorius and gerrit hattingh;
Ina Marais (Library) and Willem Boshoff;
dr leon lotz (Arachnology) and helena de Waal and
Yolanda de Kock, ester le roux and linda Malan (oliewenhuis Art Museum) and carl Becker.

1 evans, r.J.W & Marr, A. 2006. Curiosity and wonder from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment. england: Burlington.
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ester le roux
curator
oliEwEnhuis art MusEuM

t

he idea of having an annual exhibition to
specifically showcase an aspect (or aspects
of) Oliewenhuis Art Museum’s mission was first
conceived a few years ago.

in 2012, dr Fred scott was invited to curate
an exhibition by selecting artworks from the
Permanent collections of oliewenhuis Art Museum
and the William humphreys Art gallery with
the aim of showcasing and recontextualising
these collections and to augment collaboration
between oliewenhuis Art Museum and other art
museums and art galleries. dr scott selected and
installed the artworks for the exhibition Stylistic
Links: The Bloemfontein Group and other South
African Artists with the aim of drawing attention
to stylistic similarities between the works of
Bloemfontein group artists and those of wellknown south African artists including irma stern,
Maggie laubser, ephraim ngatane, as well as a few
contemporary visual artists such as Karl gietl and
samson Mnisi.
in 2013, Andrew lamprecht, a senior lecturer in
Fine Art at the university of cape town curated
Nelson Mandela in Kimberley - the second annual
exhibition of artworks selected from the Permanent
collections of oliewenhuis Art Museum, the William
Humphreys Art Gallery and (for the first time) the
collection of the university of the Free state. curator
Andrew lamprecht drew on the collections of the
three participating institutions to select works that
questioned historical veracity and the perceived
notions of ‘truth’ in art, while at the same time
showing how responsive artists have attempted to
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counter lies and propaganda that permeated so
much of south Africa’s recent history.
This year we decided to take a slightly different
approach after oliewenhuis Art Museum education
Officer, Yolanda de Kock came up with a brilliant
idea: to ‘pair’ various departments of the national
Museum with contemporary south African artists to
realize collaboration between these departments,
including Oliewenhuis Art Museum, and identified
artists to create awareness and to promote the work
done at the national Museum in its entirety.
this proposed collaboration combining research,
education and an exhibition fitted the mission of
the national Museum perfectly: to provide heritage
resources and an enjoyable experience to all people
through quality research, conservation, education
and exhibitions. it also related very well to aspects of
oliewenhuis Art Museum’s mission - the promotion
of arts and culture through collaborative projects
and supporting and promoting south African and
especially local artists by providing them with
exhibition opportunities.
various national Museum departments were
approached to select a ‘symbol’ of their research
or activities by means of a photo, an actual artifact
/ object / specimen or cast thereof and to provide
some information about this. departments
were then paired with fine artists (mostly local
Bloemfontein-based artists), who were tasked with
creating an artwork complementing or commenting
on the work done by the department.

The Inquisitive Mind: Science and the Imagination
exhibition represents a significant opportunity for
art and science to join forces for the benefit of
both. the artists were provided with a new source
of inspiration and were challenged to conceptualize
an unfamiliar theme. the departments, whether

involved in research or not, were provided with the
opportunity to rethink their work and to be inspired
through seeing this from a creative, imaginative point
of view. this exhibition also creates a platform to
display the expertise of our Museum staff and our
very talented Free state artists.

ricK nuttall
dirEctor
national MusEuM BloEMfontEin

t

he national Museum is a diverse, multi-disciplinary
heritage institution, managing significant
collections and undertaking research and education
in disciplines in the natural sciences, humanities
and visual arts. various technical and administrative
departments offer essential support to these key
functions. collaboration between the Museum and
external partners is encouraged and the institution
enjoys numerous such partnerships. internal multidisciplinary collaboration is also encouraged, but is
less frequent. the Museum and its specialists are
criticised for not telling others enough about the
valuable, varied and indeed significant work that
results from their combined efforts.

the national Museum, between the institution’s
departments and staff, but also with new partners
outside the Museum, in particular a number of
outstanding south African contemporary artists.
through this perhaps unlikely collaboration, new
perspectives on the work, collections and activities
of the national Museum have been discovered
and created. such creativity and discovery will
doubtless serve to create a greater awareness
of the varied, multi-faceted and significant
contributions that the national Museum has
made and continues to make to the broader
heritage and research landscape, both locally and
internationally.

The Inquisitive Mind: Science and the Imagination
exhibition has presented a wonderful, multi-faceted
opportunity to foster collaboration not only within

tribute, thanks and congratulations are due to all
who have involved and immersed themselves in
this exciting and significant project.
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ENTOMOLOGY

n

MorMotoMyia hirsuta:
thE ‘tErriBlE hairy fly” dr asHleY
KirK-spriggs and elrie Joubert

ashley Kirk-spriggs

elrie Joubert

This is the most remarkable fly ever described, which
goes by the scientific name Mormotomyia hirsuta
and is known as “terrible hairy Fly”. the wings are
reduced to tiny straps, the eyes are greatly reduced
in size and the legs are enormously long. the entire
body is clothed in enormously long sepia-coloured
hairs, so that it resembles a small sun spider. it
belongs to a family of its own (Mormotomyiidae),
which is one of only four families of flies that occur
only in Africa and nowhere else. until recently this
species was known from one locality in Kenya only
and was regarded as the “rarest fly in the world”.
it occurs in narrow rock clefts in the ukazi hills of
Kenya, where it is associated with the guano of
bats, in which the larvae develop. until recently the
species had only been collected on two occasions,
once in the 1930’s and again in 1948. the species
was rediscovered by dr Ashley h. Kirk-spriggs
(national Museum, Bloemfontein) and dr robert
copeland (international centre for insect Physiology
and ecology, Kenya) in 2010 and has subsequently
been found in other locations in the same area.

the literal translation of Mormotomyia hirsuta to
“terrible hairy Fly”, in itself conjures up such rich
fantasies and visual imaginings that feelings of
mystery and the spectacular are stirred within
the viewer long before inspection. Add to this the
curiosity of its discovery, ‘extinction’, re-discovery
and strange locality and the story of the “terrible
hairy Fly” becomes even more enigmatic. in 2010,
dipterists robert copeland and Ashley Kirk-spriggs
rediscovered one of the world rarest and oddest
looking flies which up until this time was thought to
be extinct. By drafting a documented copy of the
entire collection of Mormotomyia hirsuta specimens
i aim to eternalise the specimens, touching on the
thin line between preservation and conservation.
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terrible HairY Flies
2014
Mixed media (ink drawings on transparent
paper, paper, insect pins and wooden box)
37cm x 34cm

ACAROLOGY

oriBatida: soil MitEs louise coetzee
and dr lizel Hugo-coetzee and elrie
Joubert and ben botma

louise coetzee
and lizel Hugo-coetzee

there are many undescribed species of mites; our
work is to describe these species.

soil Mites

samples are taken by collecting the equivalent of
two cups of soil and litter; in the laboratory the soil
is placed on a sieve inside a funnel. An electric lamp
suspended about 20 cm above the soil heats the soil
from above, thus drying it out. Mites are sensitive
to low humidity and move deeper into the moister
part of the soil sample, eventually falling through the
sieve and are collected in a small bottle below the
funnel. the mites are preserved in 70% alcohol, and
mounted on slides to study under a microscope.

the Acarology department focuses on the taxonomic
study (classification) of soil mites, which are a
specific group of mites that live in soil and make
up an important component of soil decomposers.
soil mites are responsible for breaking up plant
litter and for recycling minerals in the soil. in this
way they play an important role in soil fertility. soil
mites (oribatida) are distantly related to spiders,
having four pairs of legs and also the same type of
mouthparts. oribatida are very small – more or less
half a millimetre in length. But where they lack in
size, they make up for in numbers, occurring by the
millions in humic, moist soil and litter.

despite their small size, mites, particularly soil mites
(oribatida), have a very complex body structure. they
have many intricate organs and structures on the
body, all of which are important for their classification.

oribatida: soil mites
Photograph by Michelle Gabriel
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elrie Joubert
in this work my predisposed inclination towards the collection
and appreciation of very small objects as well as the systematic
cataloguing of such objects is combined aesthetically with the
scientific process of collecting soil samples from which various
creatures including soil mites (oribatida) can be gathered. i was
fortunate to work with the scientist in the Acarology department.
the project started by collecting 500 ml of soil and litter from the
oliewenhuis Art Museum grounds; once back in the laboratory the
sample was processed to extract the small animals present. A total
of 16 different animal species, varying from ants to microscopic
mites, were identified from the soil sample. The mites were then
photographed under a microscope, resulting in 96 aesthetically
pleasing digital images.

9 specimens
From
oliewenHuis
art museum
soil.
collected
4/10/14.
(series)
2014
Digital prints
and collected
specimen
installation.
21cm x 29.7cm
per print

ben botma
usually, my work is landscape-related, although i do
illustrate the landscape as such,
but rather a post-apocalyptic
stillness related to the landscape. With this project, the

organisms assigned to me, are
also found in the landscape
and consist of visual landscape
elements of their own.
the artworks are dominated by
the use of marks, typical of the
medium that i often work with -

scraperboard. the application
of mark making i use does
not only function on a formal
level, but forms part of the
content of the work through
the physical usage of the mark
which leads to an illusion of the
reality.

in this work the relationship between art and empirical study
is emphasised by exploring one of the possible links between
aesthetic and systematic methods and standards and by
highlighting the benefits which each of these fields can reap for
one another.

tussen-in
2014
scraperboard and digital print
65cm x 110cm
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ARACHNOLOGY
tHe arcHaeidae
2014
Pencil on paper
28cm x 37cm

leon lotz
the spider family Archaeidae
was chosen as the symbol for
the Arachnology department of
the national Museum.

of the 12 species presently
described for south Africa,
11 species were described
by the head of the
Arachnology department
of the national Museum.

•

these are very strange and
rarely seen spiders.

the Archaeidae are small
spiders that live in forests or
close to forests, where they hunt
other small spiders by grabbing
them with their long jaws.
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DESIGN

colour whEEl and light BulB
cHristo Venter
and sandY little

Helena de waal

christo Venter

sandy little

Being relatively small, spiders don’t fit the usual criteria as a threat in
the animal kingdom where size plays a role in terms of dominance. Why
humankind fears the spider is uncertain. it may be an exaggerated form
of an instinctive response that helped early humans to survive.

the most important part of the
department’s activities involves creating
new museum displays, both permanent
and temporary displays. A combination of
design elements usually manifests itself in
a sculptural and/or painting outcome. in
both instances the single most important
element of the process is light.
in this regard, two objects come to mind: a
light bulb and a colour chart.

A large part of my fourth year art history research revolved
around the Wunderkammer or curiosity cabinets. i have
always been fascinated by displaying knowledge, adventure
and the obscurities of the world in a miniature compact
format. to shrink the universe into a space that can be
reached by any individual holds within itself the possibilities
of time and space travel. Any artwork holds this power
and seeing that i specialized in digital drawing, the layered
medium of the computer and the internet opens up the idea
of the Wunderkammer to no endless measure. the design
department of the national Museum in Bloemfontein has the
intricate task of creating an illusion out of a small space and
transporting the viewer’s mind to the dusty plains of the open
wilderness or the inner workings of raw elements. Design staff
is artists in their own right, and they paint with light, backdrop
and placement. i aim to dramatise this procedure and allow a
little peek into the creation of the illusion.

though many arachnids, including this longneck spider are harmless, a
person with arachnophobia may still panic or feel uneasy around one.
sometimes, even an object resembling a spider can trigger a panic attack
in an arachnophobic individual. in their minds, some individuals may
magnify a small spider to appear larger, more severe and dangerous than
it truly is and instinctively grab at ammunition to kill the enemy. similarly,
humans kill spiders, either by stomping on them, or using insecticides to
kill the ‘enemy’.

the reason for this choice is
twofold:
•

archaEidaE
dr leon lotz
and Helena de waal

assassin
2014
Mixed media and ceramic clay
160cm x 123cm x 79cm
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The light bulb:
in the Fine Arts this is a ‘too obvious’
representation of ideas and/or light.
But from a design perspective the
light bulb is widely used as a universal
symbol representing an idea. the design
department covers both these creative
processes but more so the design
process. We mostly make use of artificial
light when planning and executing any
given display. Because of this it makes the
light bulb a usable object to consider.
The colour chart:
this is the most direct and obvious visual
that exists because of the presence of
light. it represents the choices we need
to make daily to have the highest impact
and success. With this we communicate
so much more than any text block that a
scientist uses to communicate in any given
display.

eggs
milK
bread
gloom
2014
Digital drawing
59.4cm x 84cm

ORNITHOLOGY

anthus crenatus: african rock PiPit
dr dawie de swardt and dot Vermeulen
and barbara wildenboer

dawie de swardt

dot Vermeulen

AFricAn rocK PiPit And its vocAlizAtions: A studY using sonogrAM AnAlYsis

i am primarily fascinated in
the travelling or movement
of images amongst different
spaces and media. My studio
work concerns the combination
of tactile traditional media,
with that of digital drawing and
photography. By moving images
from one medium into another,
or posting and reposting them
in different urban and virtual
spaces, i ask questions about
media presence and space.
tensions are created between

the vocal behaviour of African rock Pipit Anthus crenatus was studied for several years around Bloemfontein and
in the Free state as well as at other localities in this species’ distribution range. the African rock Pipit belongs
to a group of birds, generally known as “lBJ’s” in birding circles, which have plain, brownish plumage, and which
occur mostly in open areas. However, the African Rock Pipit differs from other pipit species in that it prefers hilly
and mountainous areas with adequate grass cover for nesting and it also has interesting yellow feathers on its
wing coverts and “shoulders”. this species also has a very distinctive two-syllable vocalization, starting with a clear
whistle, followed by a drawn-out trill, transcribed as “wheeeee-tsj-urrr-up”, repeated several times in a song bout.
African rock Pipits breed during the summer months, when there is also a seasonal peak in singing activities.
territorial males use rocks of various sizes but also tree perches as song posts.
there is considerable individual and inter-population
variation in African rock Pipit vocalizations and a main
part of my research is to investigate these song variations.
sound recordings obtained from several localities in the
Free state, northern and eastern cape Provinces and
lesotho have been statistically compared; at least three
song variations have been recognized. results so far and
visual examinations of song sonograms from different
localities clearly show significant individual and intrapopulation variations in the songs, which are supported
by statistical analyses. These differences between songs
of different populations may be attributed to the isolation
of African rock Pipit populations on hilly areas, which are
separated by unsuitable plains (grassland and Karoo veld)
habitat.
investigations are currently ongoing to obtain recordings of
pipit songs from two isolated populations in the northern
cape which are separated not only by more than 280
kilometers from populations in the western Free state, but also
from those in the central Karoo areas and the eastern cape.
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still images that animate when
translated into digital medium
and still images that appear
as sequences of animations
even though they never move.
correspondence via imagery
has always been one of my main
interests. in my latest work,
images of urban spaces are
haunted by a virtual presence,
typing messages such as: “did
not everything between us begin
with a reproduction?”

speak of research and data
with that of the natural history
elements of working in the field
in a portrait of ornithologist
dawie de swardt.

in the work for this exhibition
i digitally combine images that

pipit dialects
2014
Digital collage and
drawing animation
9/16 inch screen and
inkjet on Fabriano print
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ORAL HISTORY
barbara wildenboer
Whilst on an artist’s residency in colombia i met Prof. gary F.
stiles, an ornithologist at the instituto de ciencias naturelas
in Bogota who had done extensive work documenting
and recording the various species of hummingbirds found
in south America. he gave me access to his extensive
hummingbird collection. An enormous room was filled with
very large sliding cabinets with drawers filled with thousands
and thousands of different species of hummingbirds, each
gutted and stuffed with cotton wool and tagged with a label
containing relevant data. the birds in the collection ranged
from mildly to severely threatened to extinct.
the three works Wheels of Misfortune, Rorschach and Girasol
all formed part of a larger body of work entitled ‘canaries in
the coalmine’. the title stems from the idea that birds have
long been seen as indicators of environmental change and
can essentially be seen as the ‘canaries in the coal mine’1
when it comes to climate change.
the interest in photographing carefully prepared study
skins of birds stemmed partially from an interest in the
vanitas / still-life tradition and as memento mori. For these
works however i was interested in the changing migration
patterns of birds, specifically as influenced by global
warming. i was interested in how climate change seems to
be affecting bird migration patterns and how this in turn is
threatening their existence and having a major impact on
various ecosystems.
1 the idiom ‘canaries in the coalmine’ refers to the practise of mineworkers taking cages
of singing canaries into the mines with them. the moment the usually incessant singing of
the birds would stop the mineworkers would know to leave the mines immediately as this
would be an indication of poisonous yet invisible and odourless gases like methane being
present. Having tinier lungs than the mineworkers the small birds would be the first to
experience the effects of these lethal gases.
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wHeels oF
misFortune
2012
Photographic
print on paper
(edition 2/3 +
2aP)
60cm x 60cm

rorscHacH
2012
Paper
construction and
photographic
print on cotton
paper
115cm x 115cm

derek du bruyn
the BAtho coMMunitY historY ProJect
during 2007 the national Museum in Bloemfontein
launched the Batho community history Project
(hereafter the Batho Project) as a communitybased oral history project. Aimed at collecting and
researching the cultural, social and political history
of Bloemfontein’s oldest existing township by means
of oral testimony, this project has become not only
an initiative to collect historical information, but
also an effort to contribute to the development and
uplifting of the Batho community. the Batho Project
was launched with a threefold purpose: 1) to collect
information on the cultural, social and political history
of Batho, Mangaung1 by means of oral history; 2) to
record, transcribe and preserve information mainly
for research, display and educational purposes; 3)
to canvass photographs and artifacts of historical
significance for exhibition purposes. The Batho
Project focuses on the period 1918-1948, which
covers the history of Batho from the time it was
officially established until the year the National Party
government came into power.
one of the main objectives of the Batho Project is to
create a more complete historical record of Batho
that is accessible not only to researchers, but also
to members of the public. Another objective is to
write about the history of the community, or aspects
thereof, from the perspective of its residents. The
idea is to write community history in the true sense of
the word, namely a combined effort by those who have
testified, those who have told their stories, those who have

Batho strEEt scEnE
dereK du bruYn and
isabelle grobler

shared their experiences, and those who have expressed
what it means to be a member of the Batho community.
the community of Batho was chosen as a research
focus for various reasons. The first reason is Batho’s
historical importance as the oldest existing historically
black township in Mangaung. Batho or Batho location2
as it is also known by its residents, was developed
between 1918 and 1924 as a new, formally-planned
but segregated residential area for black and coloured
people. this happened after a decision was taken by
the Bloemfontein Municipality to demolish the wellknown Waaihoek location, because it was considered
to be overcrowded and situated too close to white
Bloemfontein. Waaihoek was also earmarked for the
erection of a new power station and cooling towers.
As a result, it was decided that the black and coloured
people would be moved to a piece of land south
of the Johannesburg-cape town railway line. the
railway line formed a physical barrier between Batho
and white Bloemfontein. After Waaihoek’s residents
were removed, a new suburb called oranjesig was
established in its place.
1.
2.

the greater Bloemfontein area (Bloemfontein, Botshabelo and thaba nchu)
is officially named Mangaung, which is a Sesotho name meaning ‘place of
the cheetah’. Batho forms part of the Mangaung Metropolitan Municipality.
At the time Batho was established, the term ‘location’ was generally used
to describe a segregated black residential area where Africans were
allowed to own property.

batHo street scene image still taken from video clip
created by Photo and Video house

LIbRARY
isabelle grobler
i specialise in sculptural
installation, printmaking and
drawing. My work is informed
by a fascination with discarded
objects as sites of redundancy.
i obsessively collect found
objects in order to “save” them
from oblivion. once collected
i categorize them, sometimes
cannibalise them; and then
reconfigure them in sculptural
assemblages. With my creative
process i seek to give these
redundant objects agency again

as i attempt to make various
relationships between objects
explicit. to aid this process i
use drawing and printmaking
to explore multiple physical
and conceptual configurations
of the found objects before
physically transforming these
into sculptural installations.
conceptually my work is
informed by ideas around
materiality, the politics of
production and consumption
in a capitalist system, and
shifting social and economic
power relations. i am

specifically interested in the
in the dichotomy between
the concept of victim and
perpetrator. thematically i
explore this dichotomy with
the concept of the monster as
a composite being that can be
both a victim and perpetrator.
to visualise this tension i
use light sources to project
complex shadows on the walls,
floor and ceiling of the given.
this also allows for viewer
interaction as the viewer’s
shadow becomes part of the
shadow world of the work.

ina marais
toonneel des AerdriJcX
the TOONNEEL des AERDRIJCX book was written in
1649 by Willem & Johannes Blaeu and forms part
of the national Museum’s most valuable library
collections. this book is part of six volumes written
in Dutch and includes illustrations of different maps
of various travelling excursions. the distinctiveness
of this book is showcased not only by its beautiful
hand-coloured, engraved maps, but also by the
mystery of its origins as part of the library collection,
as there are no written records recording the
donation of this book to the national Museum.
Willem Boshoff
From his earliest work as a professional artist
Willem Boshoff’s art incorporated text: dictionaries,
taxonomies and concrete poetry, often in his mother
tongue, Afrikaans. Many of Boshoff’s early works
dealt in some way with books and reading. Artworks
such as Tafelboek (1975) and Kasboek (1981) are just

toonnEEl dEs aErdriJcX
ina marais and
willem bosHoFF

some examples of this. Tafelboek folds open like
covers of a great ancient book. the multitude of
blocks inside the book could remind us of thousands
of words or letters. Kasboek is similar. Boshoff has
experimented with text throughout his career. As
a young artist he made a sequence of ‘concrete
poems’. one was KykAfrikaans. Boshoff’s fascination
with text has led him to try other ‘wordy’ projects.
during the course of making art - and sometimes
as the artwork itself - he has written dictionaries,
taxonomies and lists. Boshoff has written a number
of dictionaries throughout his career. The first
dictionary was written in 1977, Dictionary of colour.
the biggest one, A Dictionary of Perplexing English,
with 18 000 entries, was completed in 1999.
For this exhibition, The Inquisitive Mind, Boshoff will
create an artwork using sand as medium using the
extraordinary book, TOONNEEL des AERDRIJCX written
in 1649 by Willem & Johannes Blaeu, as inspiration.
Boshoff has been writing in sand since the beginning
of his career. in Sandkoevert (1979), he layered
sand, dust, ash and other substances under a sheet
of glass to capture what he described as a crosssection through a grave.
toonneel des aerdriJcx
image taken by Jeanine Visser

VolKsmoeder
2014
Mixed media
0.9m (height) x 0.2m x 0.15m
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simbamba
2014
Mixed media
0.9m x 0.2m x 0.4m
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dolos
2014
Mixed media
1.5m (height) x 0.5m x 0.5m
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FLORISbAD
QuATERNARY RESEARCH
equus caPensis: an EXtinct giant
zEBra dr James brinK and
adeleid Von maltitz

James brink
notes on the eXtinct giAnt zeBrA FroM
erFKroon

bone remains by biological agents and by water. in
this case there was no disturbance after death and
the clay and calcium carbonate-rich ground water
helped to preserve the specimen.

Locality: the farm “erfkroon”, Modder river, Free
state
Date of discovery: september 2008
Date of final excavation: 31 october 2008
Species: Equus capensis, an extinct giant zebra,
related to the living plains zebra.
Sex: Female
Geological Age: Approximately 40 000 years, based
on dating using optically stimulated luminescence.

comments: The find is highly unusual and valuable,
because of its excellent preservation. From a
biological perspective, the anatomical information
preserved in the specimen is excellent, since we
have not only the complete forequarters and half
of the rib cage, but also the soft tissue and the
ligaments, replaced by calcium carbonate, which kept
the skeleton articulated and in an upright, natural
position.

sedimentary context & taphonomy1: the
forequarters of the giant zebra mare were found in a
natural position, upright and fully articulated, virtually
in the same position as when she died. evidently she
got stuck in dense clay near the river and died in this
position. she tried to get out of the clay by extending
her left front leg and by placing her right front leg
underneath her body. this was the position in which
we found her c. 40 000 years later. Only the skull
shows slight displacement from the original position
at the time of death. After death and during the
time of decomposition worm burrows were filled by
calcium carbonate and became preserved. calcium
carbonate also replaced the ligaments and in this
way the body remained articulated. usually fossils
are incomplete due to taphonomic processes, such
as dismemberment by carnivores and scavengers,
the decay of soft tissue and transportation of the

Equus capensis became extinct around 10 000 years
ago, together with five other specialised grazing
ungulates, when grassland productivity declined on a
wide geographic scale in the central interior, due to
aridification.
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adeleid von maltitz
in this artwork i am concerned with the cavity which
is created when excavating a specimen from a
site. the process of excavation appears to be both
labour intensive and repetitive. once the specimen is
removed it might be animated (as seen with the giant
zebra). the space which remains after the specimen
is removed is a negative imprint while the specimen
itself becomes the positive animated structure which
is studied. the space which is temporarily exposed
is similar to a grave site. this grave site is where

the animal died. this ‘place of death’ reminds me of
roadside memorial sites. Family or friends who lost
someone they loved in a motor car accident often go
back to the specific site or place of death and build
a memorial site. this importance of being at or very
close to the place of death is something i refer to in
my work titled ‘Excavation’. A roadside memorial site
is a place where family and friends remember and
say good bye to their loved one. in ‘Excavation’ i have
tried to build a work that functions in a similar way
by reminding the viewer of the giant zebra’s place of
death.

excaVation
2014
resin, ash and earth
156cm x 104cm x 49cm

1. “taphonomy” is the systematic study of the process of death and burial in fossils.
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PALAEONTOLOGY
Jennifer botha-brink
Lystrosaurus was a
dicynodont therapsid
whose remains are
commonly found in
the Karoo Basin
of south Africa.
therapsids are
the ancient
ancestors of
mammals and the
dicynodonts were a
particularly diverse,
successful group of
herbivorous therapsids.
Lystrosaurus was a short, squat
animal with a horny beak and tusks for eating tough
fibrous plant material. It is the only dicynodont
known to have survived the end-Permian mass
extinction which occurred 251.9 million years ago.
the early triassic was a time of ecological crisis and
reflects the effects of the most catastrophic mass
extinction in earth’s history. this post-extinction
environment was harsh, arid and unpredictable.
Lystrosaurus not only survived the extinction, but
went on to flourish in this unstable environment.
it is commonly referred to as a disaster species,
i.e. a species that adapts to flourish in a harsh
environment and quickly fills a recently vacated
niche to breed quickly and become exceptionally
abundant for a short period of time. it was the most
abundant terrestrial species following the extinction
and is the most commonly found fossil in the south
African Karoo. the reason for its survival and success
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Lystrosaurus dr JenniFer
botHa-brinK and toni
pretorius and ben botma

during such a difficult time is currently the subject
of much debate, however, numerous Lystrosaurussized fossilized burrows have been found associated
with this animal, suggesting that it was a burrower.
Burrowing might have aided in its survival by
providing shelter during the extremely hot days as
well as cold nights. ongoing research will shed light
on the possible survival strategies employed by
Lystrosaurus, one of the few animals that managed to
thrive after the biggest mass extinction on earth.
toni pretorius
As a complete stranger to the science of
palaeontology, what I find most captivating is the
process of ‘unwrapping’ a fossil; attentively removing
the surrounding rock bit by bit to expose the unique
treasure within so that it can tell the secrets and
stories it holds. All are the same in some respects
but each holds some trait, detail or variation that
makes it special in its own right. When i imagine
myself in the role of palaeontologist i can guess at
feelings of great excitement, anticipation and wonder
being awakened by the discovery, cleaning and
examination of a new specimen.
unwrapping tHe
Lystrosaurus
2014
raku earthernware
30cm x 30cm x
10cm

ben botma
Lystrosaurus was a dicynodont
therapsid, an ancient ancestor
of mammals, that lived
approximately 251.9 million
years ago. this period was a
time of ecological crisis and
mass extinction, but Lystrosaurus
survived the mass extinction.
We are currently in an ecological
crisis which we must survive we should take courage from
Lystrosaurus’ survival and apply
inventiveness to achieve this goal.

eKologiese Krisis
2014
Digital print on paper and threads
140cm x 200cm
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ARCHAEOLOGY

Phytoliths dr lloYd rossouw
and Janine allen-spies and
Jaco spies

lloyd rossouw
Phytoliths are useful for palaeoenvironmental
studies, including reconstructing past
environments because they are inorganic, resistant
to oxidation (and associated deterioration) and
can be found in a variety of fossil sedimentary
contexts.
the term ‘phytolith’ is a general description for
soluble, hydrated silica that is deposited within
a variety of plant types. Plants absorb the silica
dissolved in the soil, along with nutrients, through
their root system. The silica solidifies in the plant
tissues, either within or outside of cells, adopting
different sizes and shapes, depending on the
tissue and the plant. grasses produce abundant
phytoliths, especially within specific and specialized
silica cells located in the leaf epidermis. Phytoliths
generally include both typical silica bodies formed
in specialized silica cells as well as uncharacteristic
silica bodies sometimes present in other epidermal
cells of living plants. in addition to being highly
resistant to decomposition, grass phytoliths show
markedly varied and distinct forms and shapes
and several morphological studies have indicated
that a number of forms of grass phytoliths are
characteristic of certain groups of grasses.
the size of grass phytoliths generally ranges from
5 to 30 microns (1 micron = one thousandth of a
millimetre).
Phytoliths are studied using a polarizing light
microscope at 400x and 1000x magnification.
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Janine allen (the brusher)
Paleo-environmentalism is the research of ancient
environments to estimate earth’s environmental
cycles over an expanse of a million years or more.
A central aspect of paleo-environmentalism is
how living creatures are the processing media of
these environments. A paleo-environmentalist
may detect stable silica that keeps the ancient
environmental structures existing in animals’ teeth,
grass or soil specimens. silica carries clues of the
earth’s environment even a million years ago.
Paleo means ancient or far away time. how does
the artist whose current concerns are with the
destructive components of today’s technologicallyorientated world integrate such a reconstruction

of past environments and its influence on future
earth? lloyd’s paleontological projects give a unique
opportunity to contemplate on time past, and
time future or what i call ‘the far sides’. time, as
perceived by the philosopher herman nietzsche, is
not just a circle or a feedback loop where past and
future meet. he saw the moment as a split-path
(scheidewege) where time is the prospecting source
of meaning. time is not just a form and the moment
is not just a point in time. But time is a fruitful
moment. to elaborate on nietszche’s thought, time
is the prospective content, as the form of an artwork
is the content prospected by viewers. My drawing
is an alternative time map prospecting abundant
moments. in the fertile moments when engaging
with the time map, the ‘far sides’ meet in the intimate
moments. the paleo-environmentalist, the brusher
and the viewers participate in these moments, with
the purpose to contemplate on time, not as a distant
thing or a mechanical measurement, but a property
in us. the soil, teeth and the grass transporters of
the tell-tale silica give us some indication of a deeper
understanding of time. When we look at space and
we see Mars’ dust storms, we look into the past,
but we often perceive such happenings as future
space. On the contrary, the more I reflect on Lloyd’s
research and images, the less i see the past and
the more i become aware of earth’s future and the
role humans may or may not play. Yet i anticipated
such a ‘time warping’ experience, but could only
somewhat grasp time’s manifestation after i studied
Lloyd’s films and Internet images of unidentified
objects in space. the paleo-environmentalist may
have a similar experience when he looks daily at
the magnified properties through a microscope.
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in this artwork, viewers can move magnetic circles
into unforeseen constellations, reminiscing on petri
dishes, electromagnetic microscopes, the glass caps
of empty watches, the play of wind-blown grass,
dust storms or the dancing of uFo’s, etc, etc. each
person may re-energise their concept of time and
become co-artists or paleo-environmentalists. the
conspiracy act between the imaginary and the
scientific protects the human race of feedback loops
consisting of infertile time diminishing into nothing.

tHe Far sides:
tHe plaY oF time
2014
interactive timemap with analogue,
pencil, paper,
photomontage,
perspex and magnetic
properties
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Jaco spies
the title of this artwork
specifically references two parts
of biblical scripture. Firstly,
isaiah 40:6-7
The voice said, Cry. And he said,
What shall I cry? All flesh is grass,
and all the goodliness thereof is as
the flower of the field:

6

The grass withereth, the flower
fadeth: because the spirit of the
Lord bloweth upon it: surely the
people is grass.

7

and secondly 1 Peter 1:24
Because all flesh is grass and
all its beauty as the blossom of
the field; the grass withers and the
blossom fades.

24

proven truthfulness - over time of isaiah’s words.
Phytoliths are siliceous
remnants of plants and the
analysis of grass phytoliths is
particularly useful in describing
the vegetative environment
during specific periods in the
history of geographical locations.
these phytoliths are formed
once plant material has decayed
and are extremely resilient
to the withering processes of
nature. carbon particles are
often trapped within these
hardened silica containers,
thereby preserving valuable
information later to be revealed
through radiocarbon dating.
the principal concern of my
artwork is humanity’s hubris,

in the second part, the apostle
Peter quotes from isaiah, not
only because he wants to
reiterate a prevailing narrative
found throughout the bible:
the transitory nature of human
existence as opposed to the
eternal existence of the Word
of god, but also to demonstrate
this idea by pointing to the
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demonstrated by a perpetual
insistence on waging war as a
means to imperial domination
and veiling its motives with
righteous, liberating and
protective rhetoric. like
the analogy drawn in the
scriptures between the natural
processes of decay [of grass]
and the transient nature
of life, so too am i showing
humanity’s warring nature it’s immediate and historical
consequences - as folly. As the
phytolith offers insight into
the past - regardless of the
already decayed [grass] plant
from which it came - so too is
reflecting on humanity’s history
more often than not a record of
waging war, continuously and
repetitively, without evidence of
enlightenment.

Jaco spies
this artwork references the painting Et In Arcadia Ego
by Poussin and also the film Tree of life by terrence
Malick. Poussin’s painting is typically classified as a
pastoral landscape painting where people (often
shepherds) are depicted as being in harmony with
the natural environment. the landscape setting in
these paintings could be seen as a representation of
the ideal place or state of existence. For the artists
of these paintings (pastoral) this is eden or in the
case of Poussin, Arcadia. But Poussin’s painting is
ironic because its characters are not at peace with
themselves or the environment. rather, they are
perplexed, troubled even mortified by their discovery
of the text written on the tomb. Et In Arcadia Ego (“i
too lived in Arcadia / death” or “even in Arcadia there
i am”) is an astonishing phrase. it is - like the painting
- a memento mori, reminding us with almost violent
abruptness of our transient existence.
I specifically reference the “beauty of life” scene
in Terrence Malick’s film by also using the musical
score Siciliana by Ottorino Respighi in my film.
The scene in Malick’s film portrays the father
and mother characters as being happy and the
sequence depicts a glorification of life showing
images of contentedness, love and new life. Although
the montage of images from this scene mostly
represents the family in ideally natural settings,
seemingly exemplifying the pastoral, the sentiments
found in Poussin’s painting are inadvertently echoed
by the melancholy undertones of respighi’s music.
In my film the original musical score of Respighi

has been digitally altered through rearranging the
music with notation software. the imagery in my
film gradually reveals decaying pomegranates. It is a
memento mori, not only of life, but also of all things
analogue.

arcadia
2014
Single channel film
Dimensions variable

HERPETOLOGY

aFroeDura haWequensis: hawEQua flat
gEcko buYisile maKHubo and dr miKe
bates and toni pretorius

in november-december. due to its restricted range,
the threats of afforestation and its occurrence in fireprone fynbos habitat, this species is now classified as
near threatened .
toni pretorius

buyi makhubo & mike bates

Artists and scientist have a long shared history and
it is from this history of exploration, observation
and preservation that this concept is drawn. Making
taxonomical sketches is an exact science comprising
of anatomical and characteristic observations.
Although the science behind such drawings is of
utmost importance, it is notable that aesthetic ideals
are automatically evoked by the act of drawing itself.
in this work the artistic is favoured to some extent
above the scientific by treating the subject matter in
a less schematic manner, thereby bringing the two
ideals closer together.

MAMMALOGY
nico avenant
With their numerous and strange adaptations,
bats can certainly be considered one of the most
interesting animal groups on earth. More or less
1300 species of bats are known, which makes them
the second largest mammal group after rodents.
they occur on all continents except Antarctica.
Bats range in size from the tiny 2 gram bumblebee bat - one of the smallest mammals known - to
the large flying fox with a wing span of 1.8 metres.
certain species feed up to 3 km above the ground
and can fly in winds up to 100km/h. A few species
are solitary while others may live in pairs or small
groups, but many are gregarious, living in colonies
the largest of which may consist of as many as 25
billion individuals.

sunrise inn
2014
Wood
approx. : 30cm x 60cm x 20cm (Pre-sketch)

A large flat gecko with a body length of 60–80 mm
and a tail of similar length, described by P. le F.n.
Mouton and d.P. Mostert in 1985. the body has a
grey-brown background colour, with 5–6 irregular
dark brown bands with scattered yellow spots at the
edges of the bands and along the flanks. Geckos
within this genus are characterised by having
three pairs of adhesive pads beneath their toes.
they shed their tails to distract predators and can
regenerate them afterwards.
endemic to the du toitskloof and limietberg
mountains in the Western cape, south Africa, these
geckos live in small groups in narrow rock crevices
of sandstone boulders. Females lay two large eggs
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Myotis tricolor: tEMMinck’s Bat
dr nico aVenant and dr Jurie du plessis and
toni pretorius

toni pretorius

HaweQua Flat gecKo
2014
Pencil on paper
3 drawings of 29.5cm x 21cm

mYotis tricolor: temmincK’s bat
Photograph by Jaroslav Červený

A playful statement on common myths and
generalisations about bats, especially those
originating from fiction or the horror genre that aims
to mock the demonization of these “creatures of the
night” by exposing and humourising the folly behind
such thoughts. this notion is illustrated in the gothic
inspired bat hotel which at its core serves a more
rational purpose; to build on what could and should
be a symbiotic relationship between man and bat.
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MAMMALOGY
appears that government
departments concerned with
agriculture, environmental
issues, rural development and
welfare are expanding greatly
while the farmer has to deal with
this problem in his own capacity.
Why is this issue so controversial
and why does it takes us so
long to get closer to a solution
or a successful management
programme for these predators?
gerrit Hattingh
cArAcAl in sheeP’s clothing

nico avenant and
Jurie du plessis
cArAcAl / BlAcK-BAcKed
JAcKAl
small stock farmers
are currently suffering
unprecedented losses due to
caracal and black-backed jackal
in large parts of the country.
While food security is at stake,
biodiversity and ecosystem
functioning is threatened,
emotions and distrust are
running high, it however
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the work aims to highlight and
fuse two points of view – those
that appreciate and admire the
caracal’s place in nature and
those that view the caracal as a
pest. the expressionless facial
expression and metamorphosed
caracal head on a boy’s body
aims to seek compassion
from the viewer. on the other
side of the coin, the caracal is
caught in a snare and looks at a
photograph of a grazing flock of
sheep.
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caracal / Black-BackEd Jackal
dr nico aVenant and dr Jurie du plessis
and gerrit HattingH and toni pretorius

caracal in sHeep’s
clotHing
2014
Painted wood, found
objects, sheepskin &
photography
100cm x 90cm x 20cm

toni pretorius
A gAMe oF truth And suBJectivitY
deliberation surrounding the battle of small stock farmers against jackal
and caracal predation is a tricky topic for discussion that has produced
hostile adversaries, arbitrators, rabble-rousers, researchers, “joiners”, the
disinterested and sycophants within the discourse. Further fragmentation
of the issue is created by the varied responses that people have towards
the topic; some respond from a rational, informed position whilst other
have a more emotive reaction. this has resulted in the formation of
two primary factions, die groenes1 and die rooies2 , under which ‘the rest’
are often rashly categorised, appropriately so or not. Whilst a ‘choosing
of sides’ seems unavoidable it is however far too complex a matter to
produce one truly righteous side or one absolute answer. Aside from
extremists and radicals on either side, both positions have merits; the
ideal would be to weigh the sensible views of each in order to come to
some agreement on how to create and maintain ecological, economic
and social balance. As with most ‘hot’ issues it is sadly not as simple as
that. Minds are made or swayed within a mess of facts, propaganda,
statistics, sentiments, arguments, interests, ambivalence and so forth,
making it almost impossible to stay neutral.
in “A game of truth and subjectivity” viewers have an opportunity
to physically partake in this debate by taking on whichever role they
choose: ‘groene’, ‘rooie’, meddler, agitator, fence-sitter, etc. and then to
interact with the artwork, contributing in their own way to the discourse.
1. derogatory term used to label animal rights activists who admonish farming practices
such as the killing of predators
2. derogatory term used to label farmers who are perceived to be violent and murderous

a game oF trutH and subJectiVitY
2014
Mixed media and found object construction (Pre-sketch)
135cm x 60cm x 135cm

MAMMALOGY
nico avenant
sengi reseArch in the Free stAte, south AFricA
the eastern rock sengi (or elephant shrew) is a
common species on rocky outcrops in semi-arid
grasslands and savannas in central and eastern
south Africa, eastern Botswana, southern zimbabwe,
swaziland and western Mozambique. While most
research on the species has been conducted on
reproduction and physiology under laboratory
conditions, little is known of its ecology. to address
this shortcoming, a radio-tracking study on the
species in the southern Free state was initiated in
April 2012. this is an international collaboration

ELEPhANTuLuS MyuRuS
dr nico aVenant and dr Jurie du plessis
and gerrit HattingH

between researchers from the national Museum,
Bloemfontein, the university of duisburg-essen and
the zoologischer garten Köln, and aims to gather
information on eastern rock sengi density, activity
patterns, home range use and size, and longevity.
As such, it should make a substantial contribution
towards our understanding of small mammal
community structure and biodiversity in southern
Africa’s grassland Biome, and the conservation
thereof. Focusing on one of the prey species of
caracal and black-backed jackal, this work also
touches on the sensitive issue of management of
damage-causing animals in an area where small
stock losses due to these two carnivores are known
to be extremely high.

gerrit Hattingh
elePhAnt shreW
the artwork is based on fantasy and the imagination, as my four-year-old daughter describes the elephant shrew
and its surroundings. As most children and even grown-ups do not know of its existence, this mixed media
artwork aims to raise awareness of this shy rodent.
elepHant sHrew
2014
charcoal and pastel on paper
100cm x 140cm

ElEphantulus myurus
Photograph published in afrotherian
conservation: october 2012
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OLIEWENHuIS
ART MuSEuM
carl becker
in 2006 Becker was living in Johannesburg, working
in Fordsburg and painting the city. the robust
environment carried a certain charge, but often, the
noise and urgency felt chaotic and he was getting
tired of living on the edge. on a visit to the Pierneef
Museum in Graaff-Reinet he stood before those big
paintings with their monumental forms and subdued
hues and realised there that this was the stasis he
craved. For some time Becker wanted to reinvent
himself as a landscape painter and Pierneef’s station
Panels only offered the allure of the road trip to revisit
these sites but also laid down his subject matter. there
was something chimerical about this quest: did these
idealised images ever exist, or were they fictions to start
with? since 2007, Becker has been mainly preoccupied
with finding the original sites of Pierneef’s 28 Station
Panels. he has exhibited several times on this theme
in collaboration with Monique Pelser: in 2009, at the
everard read gallery in Johannesburg, in 2011 at
the everard read gallery in cape town, in 2012 at
stellenbosch university, in 2013 at the oliewenhuis Art
Museum, Bloemfontein, and in 2014 at the durban Art
gallery.
seen as a whole, the station Panels are an imposing
body of work. With the broad mandate to paint “places
of scenic beauty or historical interest” Pierneef travelled
throughout south Africa, choosing his sites. With the
sketches and watercolours made there, he produced
28 canvases within three years, ready for the opening of
the new Johannesburg station in 1932.
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oliEwEnhuis art MusEuM
carl becKer and
J.H. pierneeF

dawn, rustenburg KlooF
2014
oil on linen
90cm x 80cm

J.H. pierneef
Rustenburg Kloof
Pierneef developed a visual vocabulary which was formed
both locally and internationally. He absorbed many different
influences which he remoulded to his own indigenous
statement. he became known especially as a portrayer of the
south African landscape.

rustenburg KlooF
1941
oil on canvas
136.5cm x 187cm

Pierneef was the recipient of many commissions during
his career: among his most notable were the 28 panels for
the interior of the Johannesburg station building (1929)
and the seven murals, including Matlala’s Location, at south
Africa house, london (1933). Pierneef’s majestic landscapes
effortlessly encapsulate the growing spirit of national
independence which swept over the country in the 1930s,
installing a renewed confidence that South African culture was
about to be freed from its long subservience to the influence of
europe.
Pierneef’s painting Rustenburg Kloof (1941) was part of a
Bloemfontein Municipal collection of 32 artworks, and was
donated to oliewenhuis Art Museum in 1990. A small art
gallery was opened by the city of Bloemfontein in 1958, housed
in the Municipal theatre Building. A.c. White, a former Mayor,
sponsored the Municipality to build this gallery which was
named after him. he donated his collection of south African
paintings to the Municipality, after which the Municipality
started to purchase one artwork per year. An exhibition of the
paintings in the A.c. White gallery together with artworks from
the national Museum collection represented the beginnings of
an art museum for Bloemfontein.
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